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Samsung Card Campaign Focuses on the Importance 
of Work-Life Balance with Clever ‘Balance Maker’ Tools 
for the Office 

The creative campaign by INNORED, which features the “Balance Mouse” and the 
“Balance Clock”, marks the third iteration of SAMSUNG CARD’s “Number Series.” 

SAMSUNG CARD has partnered with Seoul-based creative agency INNORED to 
launch an innovative and humorous pair of campaign spots in South Korea that 
focus on creating a better work-life balance for office workers in today’s hectic world. 
The campaign, which launched in early August, marks the third installment of the 
SAMSUNG CARD “Number Series.” 

Campaign Concept 

Research has found that 7 out of 10 workers in South Korea fail to achieve an 
adequate work-life balance. To address this troubling market insight, SAMSUNG 
CARD partnered with INNORED to develop a unique creative solution to the problem 
of spending too much time at the office and not focusing on the importance of life 
outside of work.  

The result is the creation of the “Balance Mouse” and the “Balance Clock” - two clever 
creative concepts to help workers get their work-life balance, well… back in balance. 

Samsung Card ‘Balance Maker’ Campaign Press Release

https://www.huffingtonpost.kr/entry/story_kr_5aa0beb4e4b0e9381c154076
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“Balance Mouse” 

Much like office workers around the world, South Koreans often find it hard to leave 
the office on time as projects and tasks pile up over the course of the workday. To 
address this dilemma, SAMSUNG CARD and INNORED created a uniquely-designed 
computer mouse that prevents workers from using it by intuitively running away 
from their reach at the end of regular working hours.  

To illustrate this, the campaign film shows an office worker at the end of his standard 
working day reaching for the mouse to continue his tasks only to find that the 
mouse avoids him as a reminder that it's time to call it a day and get back to living 
his life outside of work. 

View the case study here. 

“Balance Clock” 

“Want to grab a cup of coffee?” “Have a minute to talk?”  

While these are friendly overtures from colleagues often heard over the course of the 
workday, they are also distractions that pull people away from the tasks at hand, and 
can lead to more time at work to get things done - creating a deficit in the work-life 
balance. 

Samsung Card ‘Balance Maker’ Campaign Press Release

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPqdHVVJlYM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPqdHVVJlYM&feature=youtu.be
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To address this SAMSUNG CARD and INNORED created the “Balance Clock”. It looks 
like a normal clock that sits on your desk, but when a colleague approaches to make 
small talk or offer up other distractions, you simply turn it over and it sends an alert 
signal to co-workers to let them know that you’re busy with work. 

The Balance Clock is in production development and will be released in October of 
this year. 

View the case study here. 

With the “Balance Mouse” and the “Balance Clock” campaign films, SAMSUNG CARD 
and INNORED have taken a humorous, innovative approach to common dilemmas 
faced by office workers who long for, and need, a better work-life balance. 

Through the creation of the two films using innovative filmmaking and creative 
storylines, “Balance Makers” illustrates the need for a more mindful approach to work 
and life, while at the same time demonstrating how SAMSUNG CARD creates a 
better brand experience for its customers.  

Campaign Results 
 
The campaign recorded one million views by the fifth day of its launch 
demonstrating high interest from the audience. The “Balance Mouse” campaign film 
achieved an impressive organic viewing rate of 14%, with viewers actively sharing the 
content with friends, family and colleagues. 

The popularity of the campaign film additionally led to an appearance on the main 
page of South Korea’s largest portal site, Naver, where it ranked number one not only 
for being the most captivating, but also the most innovative advertisement.  

Viewers commenting on the campaign film noted that it stood out from standard 
cookie-cutter ads through the use of a novel concept and unique approach to ad 
work.  

Samsung Card ‘Balance Maker’ Campaign Press Release

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjcAKprmQSY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.naver.com/
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Campaign Credits 

Campaign Title:  SAMSUNG CARD “Balance Makers”  

Campaign Run Dates: Aug. 8th 2018 ~ Oct. 2018 

Client: SAMSUNG CARD www.samsungcard.com  

Creative Agency: INNORED (Seoul, South Korea)  www.innored.co.kr 

• YK Kim - Production Director 
• Kyung-geun Lee - Production Producer 
• Sang-hun Back - D.O.P 
• Seung-min Park - Assistant Director 

Design: BKID (Seoul, South Korea) www.bkid.co 

Filmmaking: Space Monster 

Photos: Dash Studio 

Media Engagement & Award Entry Content: Bobby McGill - Think Content Asia 

Youtube links:  

• Balance Mouse - Here 
• Balance Clock - Here 

Samsung Card ‘Balance Maker’ Campaign Press Release

*This press release is taken from original work done for Innored on behalf of Samsung 
Card and is meant for portfolio use only and not for republishing.  

Original author: Bobby McGill - Think Content Asia

http://www.samsungcard.com/
http://www.innored.co.kr/
http://www.bkid.co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPqdHVVJlYM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjcAKprmQSY&feature=youtu.be

